Legacy Society
Community Foundation of Western Massachusetts
April 1, 2021 to March 31, 2022

The following donors have established legacy plans with the Community Foundation of Western Massachusetts in order to continue their charitable vision beyond their lifetimes.

Mark Aldrich
Susan Alston and Thomas Millette
George Arwady
David and Lynn Barclay
Dana Barrows
Peter Benjamin and Elizabeth Bramson
Helen Blake
Joseph and Barbara Blumenthal
Barbara Braem-Jensen
Mary Brown
Robert and Sandra Carnevale
Hilary and Jonathan Caws-Elwitt
Annie Cheatham and Ann Gibson
Frances Chechile
Shera Cohen
Kenneth Cote and Elaine Alonso Cote
Lawrence David
John and Sharon Davies
William Dendor
JoAnne and Richard Dernoga
Angela Derouin
Dianne Fuller Doherty
Gretchen Eliason
Kent and Scottie Faerber
John and Debra Ferriter
Maurice Ferriter
Karen Fisk and Maurice Proulx
Edward and Jane Fleming
Eleanor Fraser
Ian Fraser
Karin and Richard George
Norma Gewanter
Carolyn Gray and George Peppard
Frederick Griffiths
Alfred and Sally Griggs
Lester and Roberta Halpern
Teresa Harris
Wilmot Hastings
Amanda and Robert Hicks
Amy Jamrog and Kimberly Cook
Bernadette Jones
Bob Kachinski
Frances Gengle Keenan
Martha Kellett
Silas and Linda Kopf
Nancy and Edward Kurtz
Edward and Catherine Lamoureux
Kristin and Simon Leutz
Joan Lissauer
Margaret Lucey
Morton and Susan Lynn
Leone MacLean
Robert McCarroll
Richard Milstein
Steven and Moira Mitus
Gary Mongeon
Susan Monks
Stevenson Morgan
Edward and Tracy Mutti
Jane Nevinsmith
Robyn Newhouse
Eleanor Parke
Karen Parker
Michael Parsons
Cecile Ploran
John Ptaszek
Nancy Reiche
Wallis and Cornelia Reid
Michael and Eileen Rockwal
Joan Rosenbaum
Stanley Rosenberg
Eleanor Rothman
Terry and Frances Ryan
James and Barbara Sadowsky
Ronald and Brenna Sadowsky
Patricia Savage
Martin and Margaret Schoenemann
Barbara Shaffer
Linda Skole
Jane Sommer
Richard and Carol Steele
Gladys Sullivan
Virginia Sullivan
Ralph and Vicki Tate
Robin and Audrey Taylor
Wendy and Andrew Touchette
Frances Townsend
Robert and Delores Viarengo
Noel Vincent
Richard and Sandra Wallis
Walter and Annette Wolf
Robert and Eileen Zewski
Katharine Allan Zobel and Christopher Zobe